Introduction
We consider the equation The main tool in proving the result stated above is the notion of 'dominating process' which is a modification of Metivier-Pellaumail's notion of 'control process'. This was introduced in [4] and it was shown that along with the Metivier-Pellaumail inequality, it is a very effective tool for studying approximation questions in stochastic analysis. It is a tool for establishing convergence in Emery topology as well as a.s. convergence. In section 2, we will discuss 'dominating processes'. The proof of the main theorem is given in section 3. ' All processes we conaider are defined on a fixed complete probability spate F, P) and are adapted to a filtration (Ft) Now (3.12) and (2.7) implies that Z~ -~ Z. Then using (2.6) once again, we get J f dZ" -°-~ J f dZ and hence (3, 12 ). 1 Remark:Since ~S'~ -Y'A~ ~ c., it follows That S~" converges to Z, uniformly in t E [0, T~ a.s. and this gives approximation of the solution by step processes.
